
  
  
IDo you remember watching Warner Brothers’ cartoons on 
Saturday mornings, where the Roadrunner would outwit the (not 
so) Wile-E-Coyote who would run off the edge of a cliff, with his 
head remaining briefly suspended in mid-air, neck stretched while 
his body hurtled toward the canyon floor?  Well you can see the 
same thing everyday these days, where, in a similarly gravity-
defying display of acrobatics, global housing prices continue to 
rise despite falling global economic output due to Covid-19. This 
disconnect is baffling to most, so I thought I’d shed some light on 
this matter. Simply put, the combination of a cut in interest rates by 
Central Banks to almost zero with massive fiscal stimulus by 
governments around the world triggered a boom in housing, 
sustaining an asset class (housing) that has been crucial to the 
post-2008 financial sector. As the article in Deutche Welle (DW) 
<here> explains further: 

Low interest rates make monthly mortgage payment more affordable and houses more attractive to buy, as the 
depress returns alternative safe investments. [Also], support programs for household incomes as well as mortgage-
repayment holidays also save jobless workers from having to sell their homes.

In other words, cheap money inflates asset prices and while they sustain investment levels, are also a driver of 
inequality in the developed world. Specifically, higher housing prices and stagnating wages mean nominally higher 
monthly costs for renters, as more first-time home buyers and excluded from the property ladder. Existing 
homeowners see one of their largest assets increase year-over-year, widening the gap with those who missed the 
first boom and left sitting on the sidelines.

The question of whether this is sustainable is easy to answer: no. An 
emphatic no. Government stimulus can’t continue indefinitely, nor 
can mortgage bailouts and at some point interest rates have to rise. 
An adjustment in property values is all but certain, notwithstanding 
the frothy-ness of the current housing market. Whether the 
anticipated correction be enough to enable renters to gain a toe-
hold in the housing market, remains to be seen. But annual 
increases of 7.5% on average for homes is unlikely to continue, and 
the Latin expression Caveat Emptor (buyer beware) comes to mind.

One more point, everything I have written above could be said to apply to all asset classes, where free money has 
pushed valuations higher by default. This is where our commitment to Value investing -partnering with wealth 
management companies who funds are comprised of companies trading at reasonable prices- is critical to our 
portfolio positions. We are keenly aware that overpaying means there is a lot of dead-air -and room to fall- for 
investors who buy at any price. The dangers of this can be viewed in a nostalgic trip down memory lane <here>. 
Pour yourself a bowl of Cheerios and watch in your ‘jammies. That’s all Folks!

Be safe, be well!
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https://www.dw.com/en/global-housing-markets-overheating-amid-pandemic-stimulus/a-55282914
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gq_bjaI0NTo

